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Abstract 

Erosion wear is one of the main failure styles for wedge core in gas drilling. Mathematic model of 
turbulent and erosion wear for new throttle were established based on the combined technologies 
of fluid dynamics and erosion theory. Using this model，the distributions of maximum erosion on 

wedge core at different openings and the changing law of maximum erosion rate at different openings, 

different velocities and different diameters of particles were investigated. Final, the simulation 
results were validated with the field experiment results. The results show the maximum erosion 
rate increases with inlet velocity increasing. The erosion rate decreases with increasing particle 
diameters at the range of 0.6 mm to 2 mm. The erosion rate was the largest at the minimum 
opening. The maximum erosion rate was found on the top and end of the wedge core surface, 
which was entirely consistent with the experiment results. The optimization of the top and end of 
the wedge core and the selection of material with better anti-erosion performance can reduce the 

erosion damage of wedge core. 
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1. Introduction 

The gas drilling technology is rapidly developed in China [1-3]. As the important throttle 

equipment of wellhead manifold, the performances of throttle become the key to ensure 

the normal drilling. As the gas-solid two-phase flow velocity is huge, solid particle erosion 

wear has become the one of the important reasons for the flow parts failure in gas drilling. 

A wide variety of methods were adopted to study the erosion wear of throttle, including 

erosion of theoretical analysis [4-5], model derivation [6-7], computer simulation [9-12], pre-

diction [13-15] and relevant experiments [16-18]. However, most of the researches on the 

wedge throttle were limited to flow field analysis and structural optimization [19-22], the 

erosion of failure analysis and test is relatively fewer. 

Present study was concerned with the wedge core of high-pressure throttle. Mathematic 

model of turbulent and erosion wear for high-pressure throttle were established based on 

the combined technologies of computational fluid dynamics and erosion theory. Then this 

model was applied to study the changing law of maximum erosion rate at different openings, 

different velocities and different diameters of particles, and the maximum erosion places 

at different openings. The simulation results were validated with field experiment results 

so as to put forward some improvements and references for the follow-up improving design. 

2. The geometric model of wedge throttle 

The wedge-shaped throttle with wedge core and seat is commonly used in Tarim Oilfield of 

China. It can regulate the wellhead flow velocity well and avoid much more vibration damage 

for its low vibration. The wedge core is greatly eroded by a large amount of cutting parti-

cles contained in the fluid during the process of gas drilling. Fig. 1 shows the shape of wedge 

core, and Fig. 2 shows the inner flow field model of wedge throttle. 

 



 

 
Fig. 1. 3D view of wedge core Fig. 2. The inner flow field model of wedge 

throttle 

3. The mathematical model of particle erosion rate 

3.1 Governing equations 

Navier-Stokes equation for two phase flow is used to describe the fluid dynamics, 

considering the gas volume fraction and the effect of gas-particle resistance [8, 17]. 
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3.2. Collision model and kinematic equation of solid particle 

3.2.1 Hard-sphere model of discrete particle 

The inter-particle collision is described by hard-sphere model of discrete particle [8], and 

Fig. 3 shows the collision diagram of solid phase particle. The hard-sphere model, which 

is based on the Quasi Binary instantaneous collision and neglects the particles deformation 

during collision process, shows high calculation efficiency. 

For non-slip collision, the average speeds and angular velocities are listed as: 
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Superscript 0 represent the component before collision, subscript 1, 2 represent particle 1 

and 2 respectively. 

 

Fig. 3 Collision diagram of solid phase particle. 

3.2.2 Kinematic equation of solid phase 

Equation (9) is used to describe the kinematic behavior of solid phase [4-5]: 
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3.3. Erosion wear model of throttle surface 

According to the gas-solid two phase flow characteristics during gas drilling and taking 

into full consideration of the collision velocities, collision angles, shapes and mass flow, 

the models of Grant and Tabakoff are used for this simulation [12]: 
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4. Simulation results and analysis 

4.1 Effect of different velocities at the maximum erosion rate 

The erosion rate changes with the change of inlet velocity. Fig. 4 shows the simulation 

results and fitting curves of the throttle erosion wear rate with different inlet velocities when 

the diameter of the solid particle is 0.001m, mass flow is 0.4 kg/s, and the valve opening 

is 50%. Clearly, the result indicates that the erosion rate in the internal valve body of the 

wedge is increasing with the inlet velocity increasing. The erosion damage tends to be serious 

along with the increase of the inlet velocity in gas drilling. 

  
Fig. 4 The relationship between the maximum 

erosion rate and the inlet velocity. 

Fig. 5 The relationship between maximum 

erosion rate and opening 
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4.2 Effect of different openings at the maximum erosion rate 

The erosion rate is changing during the closure process of wedge throttle. Fig. 5 shows 

the maximum erosion wear rate of internal valve body is inversely proportion to the valve 

opening. The erosion rates at the opening of 60%-90% changes little, and the average rate 

is 0.6×10-4kg/ (m2.s). The erosion rate reaches the maximum at the opening of 10%, 

8.27×10-4kg/ (m2.s), which is 13.7 times of the maximum opening. The result indicates 

that the erosion rate in the internal valve body of the wedge has a serious tendency with 

the opening reducing during the closure process. 

4.3 Effect of particle diameters on the maximum erosion rate 

When the solid particle is collision in the internal of the new type of throttle valve, the 

maximum erosion rate with the particles of different diameter varies. Fig. 6 shows that at 

the range of 0.6~2 mm, the maximum erosion rate decreases along with the increase of 

the diameter of the solid particle at the same flow velocity. It indicates that the solid 

particles with larger diameters are more easily collided, increase the contact area, and 

decrease the pressure on the throttle surface and the erosion rate finally. 

 
 

Fig. 6. The relationship between the maximum 

erosion rate and the diameter of particles 

Fig. 7. The field experiment of erosion 

5. Experimental 

In order to prove the feasibility of simulation model, we did experiment on the erosion 

of the wedge throttle after suspending the air flow in real situation, observed the position 

of erosion on wedge core, and compared the position with that in simulate results. 

5.1 Equipments and methods 

Wedge throttle is provided by Chongqing Xintai Mechanical Limited Liability Company 

in China. The material of wedge core is YG8, its chemical compositions and mechanical 

properties are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 [3]. 

Table 1 Chemical composition of YG8 sample (wt%)  

Sample WC (wt %)  Al2O3 (wt %) Co (wt %) VC (wt %) Re (wt %) 

YG8 92.0 0 8 0 0 

Table 2 Mechanical properties of YG8 sample 

Sample 

Code 

Density 

(g·cm-3) 

Microhardness 

(MPa) 

Bending strength 

(MPa) 

Impact toughness 

 (kg·m·cm-2) 

YG8 14.88 89.0 1493 0.25 

The erosion experiment of wedge throttle was carried out in Tarim Oil Field in China. 

The gas medium was air, and the particles purity was greater or equal to 99.9%. The 

particle diameters varied from 0.8 mm to 1 mm. The pressure of experiment was 35 MPa, 

and the experiment lasted for 80 hours. Fig. 7 shows the equipments of field erosion 

experiment. 
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5.2 Comparative analysis 

In order to understand the local erosion rate on wedge core, the main face of the wedge 

core was divided into 60 pieces along axial. Fig. 8(a) shows the max corrosion rate at 

different opening. Clearly, the maximum erosion rate was found on the top and end of 

the wedge core surface, which is 3 to 4 times larger than on the middle of the wedge core 

surface. Erosion damage will occur on the top and the end of the wedge core surface after 

a long-term use. 

Fig. 8(b) shows the erosion of wedge core after 80 hours at the pressure of 35 MPa. 

Clearly, the main erosion of wedge core was found on the top and end of the wedge core 

surface, which was entirely consistent with the model result. The accuracy of the simulation 

results was verified. 

  

Fig. 8 The comparison of maximum erosion zones from simulation and experiment results. 

6. Conclusions 

(1) The maximum erosion rate increases with inlet velocity increasing. The erosion 

rate decreases with the increase of particle diameter at the range of 0.6mm to 2mm. The 

erosion rate was largest at the minimum opening. 

(2) The maximum erosion rate was found on the top and end of the wedge core 

surface. The experiment result was entirely consistent with the simulation result, which 

verifies the accuracy of the simulation model. 

(3) According to the erosion position of wedge core, the optimization of the top and 

end of the wedge core is the next working focus. Selecting material with better anti-

erosion performance can also reduce the erosion damage of wedge core. 

Nomenclature 

g  The gas density (kg/m3) 

p  The density of solid phase (kg/m3) 

gv  The gas flow velocity (m/s) 

pv  The motion velocity of particle (m/s) 

p  The gas phase pressure (Pa) 

g  The gas stress tensor 

g  The gas volume fraction 

drf  The average fluid resistance of the particle in control body (N) 

V  The respectively represent the volume of calculated control body 

iV  The volume of particle i  in the midst of the control body (m3) 

l  he number of particle in the control body 
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e  The restitution coefficient of particle 

n  The unit vector from the center of particle 1 point to the contact point 

m  The particle mass (kg); R  is the particle radius (m) 

  The angular velocity of particle (rad/s) 

0G  The relative velocity before collision of the contact point (m/s) 

0

ctG  The tangential component of the relative velocity before collision (m/s) 

t  The unit tangential vector on contact point 

pd  The radius of solid phase (m) 

DC  The drag coefficient 

g  The gravity acceleration (m/s2) 

zg  The acceleration of gravity on direction Z (m/s2) 

zF  
The other force on direction Z, including additional Mass Force, Thermophoretic Force, 
Brownian Force and Saffman Lift Force 

E  The surface erosion rate (kg/m2.s) 

  The collision angle between the particle path and throttle surface (°) 

TR  The tangential recovery ratio 

0  The maximum erosion angle (°) 

2k  1 

12k  constant 

1v , 
2v , 

3v  The relative velocities (m/s) 
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